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Abstract. – The article aims to look at existing blockchain conversion models in VANET environments. The analysis in
the article aims to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of using blockchain for securing message exchange in
VANET. From the parallel comparison of blockchain consensus Proof of Work and Proof of Authority, the two main
approaches are outlined: The PoA has emerged as a lighter and more fast consensus, while using PoW will require the
use of cloud services to export heavy consensus calculations to MeC (Mobile Edge Computing).

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular  ad  hoc  networks  (VANETs)  are  created  by  applying  the  principles  of  mobile  ad  hoc  networks
(MANETs) – arise by spontaneously creating a wireless vehicle communication network (V2V).  VANET uses
vehicle-to-vehicle communication architecture to ensure road safety, navigation and other roadside services. The
main purpose of the automotive network is to disseminate accurate information about life-threatening events such as
traffic jams and accident reports for a short time [1]. 

Traditional  VANET networks  face  several  security  issues.  Due to  false  and  unreliable  information sent  by
malicious vehicles, some important messages cannot be distributed accurately in real time [2]. This can be solved by
creating a local blockchain to exchange real-time messages between vehicles within a given road section using the
VANET network. This public blockchain that reliably stores messages in a distributed ledger is suitable for secure
and guaranteed message distribution [3].

In the VANET distributed network, car nodes can join and leave the network dynamically - Mobile Ad-hoc
NETwork (MANET) [1,  2,  3,  4].  In  the case of  VANET, blockchain can be used to  control the main vehicle
information chain, as each vehicle can access the history of information about events in the public blockchain [5].
So information about traffic and accidents in a particular area or area is not necessary for the entire territory of the
country. It is therefore more appropriate to maintain a separate blockchain [6] that takes into account only the level
of confidence of the vehicle node and the reliability of messages in each country on the basis of the geographical
location. The consensus mechanism plays an important role in determining the security and scalability of blockchain
[7]. The Proof of Work Consensus Mechanism (PoW), which has strong and verifiability and security and is suitable
for public blockchain. The delay in distribution can be reduced using cloud periphery calculations [8]. Blockchain
can be defined as a disseminating and decentralised public database of all transactions or digital events that have
been executed or shared between the participating nodes [7, 8].

A critical disadvantage of existing VANET models is adherence to the classic blockchain version, as well as the
use of the PoW consensus.  It  is  true that  PoW solves unmuseful  problems,  such as the presence of  malicious
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participants (compromised nodes), but the cost of this is expensive hardware, the need for a significant amount of
energy for the reliable operation of ASIC equipment. In this case, it is more important that the event is credible and
quickly transmitted to as many users as possible on the road side. PoW has emerged as a hard-to-work, expensive
and energy-intensive consensus. Consensus such as PoS or PoA would be far more suitable for use in VANET. 

II. VANET BASICS

VANET has two types of communication: vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication  (V2I)  [9].  There  is  also  e  general  type,  called  Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) where pedestrians
and/or cyclists can communicate with the vehicles. In the case of V2I communication, vehicles communicate with
road  units  (RSU)  that  are  installed  on  both  sides  of  the  road  [10].  The  Wireless  Access  Protocol  in  vehicle
Environments (WAVE) provides the main radio frequency channel for special small-range communication (DSRC)
operating in the 5.9 GHz band. WAVE is based on the IEEE 802.11p standard [11]. Vehicles communicate with
adjacent vehicles  using on-board devices (OBU) and form an ad hoc network that  allows communication in  a
distributed manner [12]. 

Technology overview: 802.11p Special Small-Range Communication (DSRC). The original version uses
WLAN  technology  between  vehicles  connected  to  the  ad  hoc  network.  As  no  infrastructure  is  required,  this
technology is suitable for contributing to traffic safety in structurally weak areas. It is also possible that the Car2Car-
specific device for transporting WLAN into the vehicle supports not only the 802.11p standard, but also 802.11 in
variants a, b and g.

The new V2X communication uses cellular networks and is called cell V2X (or C-V2X) to distinguish it
from the WLAN V2X-based. The C-V2X was originally defined as LTE in 3GPP version 14 and is designed to
work in several modes:

(1) Device to device (V2V or V2I) and
(2) Device to network (V2N).

Typical problems are: for example, the uncoordinated "semi-permanent schedule" for channel access on the
C-V2X network requires more complex and error-prone algorithms than the already proven CSMA/CA that is used
by the DSRC-based car2X version.

FIGURE 1. Trust models in VANET 

Criticism of accident prevention applications: The lack of distinction between network communication and non-
network communication (DSRC) makes it  difficult  to assess costs,  benefits  and risks.  The interests of network
operators are not identical to the interests of drivers of vehicles. Any network support is first and foremost a burden
on technical performance and does not bring profit to local operation.  Confidentiality and security: In order to
prevent intentional falsification or manipulation of messages, messages sent must have an electronic signature and
the messages received must be verified for a valid signature. However, the anonymity of the users of the vehicle
must be maintained. Each vehicle must have its own digital certificate, which may also be revoked in case of doubt.
Each  vehicle  shall  send  a  cyclic  message  every  few  seconds  containing  a  vehicle  identification  number  and
information on speed, direction and position. On the basis of this information, driving profiles can be created, but
also electronic parking tickets for speeding or passing a red traffic light. The same is possible if there are devices for
receiving traffic lights or in (police) vehicles that can receive data from Car2Car. The sending of these cyclical
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messages, also known as 'beacons', is therefore critically considered. In this context, the signature of the messages
sent relating to a vehicle must also be critically assessed. 

Existing trust models can be classified into three main categories, is shown in Figure 1:
 In models of trust based on entities, 
 data-oriented confidence models, and 
 hybrid models of trust.
Entity-based trust models focus on assessing the reliability of each vehicle, taking into account the views of

partner vehicles [1, 21].  It is usually very difficult to gather all the information to assess the confidence of the nodes
in real time on the vehicle nodes due to their high mobility. Similarly, data-oriented confidence models focus on
assessing the reliability of events obtained from adjacent vehicles rather than the reliability of the car unit itself [1,
22]. 

Furthermore,  the reliability  of car  nodes does not guarantee the reliability of the message itself,  as reliable
vehicles can transmit false messages when compromised by malicious vehicles. A hybrid trust model that combines
entity-based and data-driven trust models should therefore be introduced in order to assess the reliability of the
communication. The reliability of the node is assessed using a recommendation and functional trust. However, these
mechanisms do not take into account the dilutedness of VANET data.

III. VANET BLOCKCHAIN SCHEME

The solution to the listed problems would be the use of blockchain based on a reputation already created (the
more created and reliably confirmed blocks with faithfully reflected road events the specific participant has, the
higher the reputation rating will have). 

The use of a hashed digital signature (a mandatory blockchain attribute) will reliably identify the user on the
network, but at the same time keep their identity from being disclosed to third parties. 

FIGURE 2. VANET Scheme

Certain pieces  of information about  events,  such as  traffic  jams,  road accidents,  environmental  hazards  are
relevant for a particular geographical location [13]. Local information is not of particular interest to other regions or
countries.  All  vehicles  can  know their  positions  using a  location  certificate  based  on proof  of  location (PoL).
Vehicles will be able to communicate with other objects using communication Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), is shown
in Figure 2 and Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) and that vehicles can be connected effectively to the internet [14]. All
vehicles  need  to  have  necessary  equipment  such  as  OBU  sensors  and  GPS.  Critical  event  messages  will  be
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FIGURE 3. Accident Event

RSU are  used  for  V2I  communication  and  are  responsible  for  certifying  and  providing  a  vehicle  location
certificate within its scope of communication [16]. RSU will create a genesis block based on local events. Vehicles
are the main elements of the VANET blockchain system is shown in Figure 3. They generate event messages,
extract new blocks, and store event messages in blockchain after auditing [17]. There are two types of car nodes: full
node and normal node.

The full node has a high level of trust and strong computing power, which is responsible for the extraction of the
blocks. And other nodes are normal nodes that help generate messages during accidents, as well as forwarding and
checking received messages [18].

VANET has two types of messages. They are beacon messages and safety event announcements.
-  Beacon messages shall  be broadcast periodically to inform neighboring vehicles of the driving status and

vehicle positions in order to achieve awareness of cooperation between other motor nodes on the road for traffic
management.

- Safety event messages are broadcast when critical events occur on the road, such as traffic accidents and road
hazards, etc. [19] Depending on the severity of the accident, event reports are categorized at different levels based
on priority, such as level 1, level 2 and level 3.

Where level 1 displays highly critical messages about the highest priority events, etc. Since beacon messages are
frequently broadcast, they take the form of a flag when each beacon message is signed and authenticated. 

The PoL-based location certificate is used to provide proof of the location of a vehicle at a time. Each vehicle
requires the PoL to confirm that the vehicle is located near the site of the event. In addition, PoL is used as proof of
location in an event message. RSU acts as a validator to provide a vehicle location certificate within its range of
communication. All vehicles and RSU are considered to have their own pairs of public and private keys.

Vehicles examine the event message and check that it belongs to the same area. Neighbouring vehicles then
check the other parameters of the event message. Each vehicle independently checks each event message before
distributing it further to prevent Spam, DoS, and other attacks on the system. Whenever there are events, nearby car
nodes will broadcast an event message. The event message contains all related information, such as event type,
pseudo ID, event ID, trust level, time stamp, PoL, etc. Vehicles receiving the event message first check the level of
confidence of the transmitting vehicle from the blockchain and then check the event message [20, 21]. They check
each event message based on evidence regarding the level of trust of the transmitting vehicle, the location of the
event,  the event ID, direction of travel,  PoL, speed, time check mark,  etc.,  and store the message in the local
memory pool if the message is considered reliable.  Otherwise, the message is discarded. The event message is
broadcast on the local blockchain network, and each vehicle on the network checks the event message [20, 24].
Private data on the blockchain is protected by cryptography. In the future perspective, it is envisaged to introduce
extreme blockchain calculations that can reduce the delay in block generation by unloading high computing PoWs to
end servers to form the blocks of custom vehicles. In addition, the delay in the distribution of the block can be
reduced using the calculations of the cloud periphery.
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V. MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING (MEC)

Mobile  Edge Computing (MEC) can provide edge cloud services  for  VANET nodes and offload resource-
intensive work from car nodes to end servers [24]. The use of a cloud structure is a way to offload the vehicle itself
from the  energy-intensive  activity  in  the  formation  of  the  PoW consensus  blocks.  Administration  of  MEC in
blockchain VANET is shown in Figure 4. 

FIGURE 4. MEC for blockchain in VANET

MEC can be used to distribute block messages between the nodes of the forming beneficiary, which may reduce
the delay in distribution [21]. In addition, car nodes unload the block generation process to MEC servers to speed up
the block formation process, which helps with frequent block generation, which is suitable for VANET [22]. As
emergency messages are available, timeliness of message distribution is a high priority. Final calculations can be
used to form the blocks more quickly in the proposed scheme. It is assumed that MEC service providers will deploy
their end servers on automotive platforms [23]. The generating unit can unload the computational intensive PoW to
the MEC. MEC servers accept and calculate PoW and provide solutions for users' nodes. The mining nodes then
broadcast the PoW solution to the network [24]. Cloud structure (Community or Public Cloud) is an alternative to
the other approach when using lighter consensus such as PoS, PoA or PoC. 

CONCLUSION

The aim of this article is to analyze the most common VANET models. A new approach is needed in the use of
blockchain in VANET, adapting lighter and scalable consensus, such as PoA (Proof-of-authority) and PoS (Proof-
of-space). The use of communication between (V2V) vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2I) Vehicle-to-
Everything (V2X) to the IEEE 802.11p standard. Currently, the standards for different networks (V2V), (V2I) and
(V2X) are individual for each network. This difference affects communication speed and reliability.

MEC (Mobile Edge computing) is a solution that will unload vehicles from the need for the expensive equipment
needed to mine the blockchain blocks. The use of cloud structures will make projects practical and easily applicable.
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